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Present setting
 Data handling during and after project end urgently requires directives;

 There exists no general descriptive framework for the handling of data 

or the coding of software that sets minimum requirements for

exchange, reusabuility, future access, re-traceability, etc. etc.

 Yet such requirements are increasingly more demanded by the 

community, funders, governments and the scientific community



DS+SS: Definitions
The following definitions are used:

 Data Stewardship: a careful and sustainability-ready handling of data, 
directed towards reusability and exchange during and after a project.

 Software Sustainability: coding practices (“ethics”) in support of 
reusability, verifiability and maintainability of software and the system 

for availability and maintanance of software.

Other definitions are in use as well



Examples of other definitions
From: Science Europe Working Group on Research Data 

 Data Stewardship is the management and oversight of an organization's 
data assets to provide business users with high quality data that is 

easily accessible in a consistent manner. 
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/data-

stewardship 

 Data Management refers to the development, execution and 
supervision of plans, policies, programs and practices that control, 

protect, deliver and enhance the value of data and information assets. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_management



DD+DS: coherence
 Data and Software are intimately connected

 Data can not be read, interpreted, handled without the proper 

software, unless it is printed matter

 Even for reading ascii-code software is required

 -> Software and data need to be treated in a coherent manner, to

secure future use, re-use, retraceability, etc.



DS, SS: differences
 Data Stewardship: data basically need to be kept as is whenever

possible*;

 Software Sustainability: Software needs to be kept up-to-date to
remain useful;

 (Unless it is kept as an image of time: old versions of MS WORD, WORDPerfect, 
McWrite, Old games for old computers, etc. This is the concern of (national) libraries)

 * We are aware of volatile data, websites, on the fly generated sheets, etc.



Generic versus Specialized approach (1)
Generic approach

 Many approaches towards data stewardship are generic in nature

 Providing data management systems and encouraging their use

 Universities/Institutes made into problem owners -> local solutions

 Strong focus on data like scientific publications, rather than data as an

abstraction of all objects that individually or collectively contain

information or as searcheable for information



Generic versus Specialized approach (2)
Specialized approach

 Specialized solutions address each (sub-)discipline

 May get better acceptance/adoption by the community

 May be much more suitable to serve the community needs

But:

Require a generalized framework on top, to ensure minimum 
requirements, such as mutual compatibilities, standards, exchangeabiliy
and other requirements not in the direct interest of a specific discipline



Drie specifieke elementen
1. Een formele benadering met een framework en protocollen

2. Vanaf de start samenhang tussen

1. Data Stewardship en

2. Software Sustainability

3. Het opvatten van data en software als WAARDE objecten



The model: Framework+Protocols



Consider the following stakeholders categories

1. Governments, Research Organisations, Funding Organisations

2. Science Community, Society, incl. business, etc.

3. Other parties at the executive level (computing centres, data centres, 

libraries, policy organisations)



1. Governments, Research Organisations, Funding Organisations
Their interests are:

 Accountability for spending money in the first place

 Accountability for the way the allocated money is spend

Involves also:

 giving credits to research output

 verifiability of results

 Expediency (efficiency) of the money spend

 Act on behalf of society at large

Involves also:

 Taking care of the social, economical and historical interests (cultural heritage)



2. Science Community, Society, incl. business, etc.
Their interest are:

Contributing to social, individual wellbeing and prosperity

Satisfying curiosity

Accelerating research (results)

Improving research in depth and scope

Exchangeability of knowledge and basic data

Open access , re-usabilty



 Providing the best and cost-effective services

 Providing infrastructures, management, planning

 Monitoring developments

 Inform the stakeholders

 Be aware and involved

3. Other parties at the executive level
(computing centres, data centres, libraries, policy organisations)



Responsibilities cat. 1 stakeholders
Have a General Framework set up, involving

 Minimum requirements to be imposed on protocols to be developed;

 Guidelines for exchangeability and re-useability;

 Guidelines for the use of standards (think RDA);

 “Manual/Scenario” on how to set up a protocol

 including best practices and models;

 Links to laws and other regulations

 … .



Responsibilities cat. 2 stakeholders
Per discipline or sub (sub*-)discipline have the scientific community define

protocols for DS and SS:

 Set up expert groups per (sub-)discipline and make them responsible for

setting up one or more protocols for their (sub-) discipline

 All protocols to adhere to the General Framework

 Publish those protocols as Scientific Publications

*take into account that musicology will probably need other protocols than archeology, both elements of 
the humanities



Responsibilities cat. 3 stakeholders
 Be efficient and cost effective

 Co-operate and share the burden

 Differentiate in services

 Organize doubling of data for security

 User friendliness

 …



What is in it for scientists?
 Once the protocols are in place, scientists:

1. No longer need to conceive their own data management plans;
2. Can refer to these protocols when applying for grants, reviews, publications, etc.;
3. The protocols are conceived and expressed in terms and language

understandable by the discipline;
4. Can add, change and keep the protocols up-to-date using the same route as the 

original protocol was.

In the medical sciences, scientific protocols are already in place for a long time, to
describe their experiments. In archeology protocols are already in service, due to strong 

national and international legislation. These may serve as examples.



Next steps
 Procedures as the sketched above can be put in place nationally, 

multilateral internationally, European, globally

 Protocols can be defined without further national directions by
disciplines using the General Framework

 Important is that protocols established by disciplines gain the support 
from larger groups of scientists in that discipline across Europe and

beyond

ePLAN maintains the discussion on this topic

Estimated overall time needed: 3 years after establishing the framework


